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Preface

In the era of knowledge-based economy, intellectual property rights is significant to 
corporate brand building, market expansion and effectiveness enhancement. In view of the 
frequent occurrence of trademark infringement cases in recent years, intellectual property 
rights protection is of utmost importance.

Conpak Intellectual Property Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Conpak Group, is 
committed to offer comprehensive intellectual property rights protection to corporates 
through its diversified professional services and legal support. Our professional team is 
experienced in various fields such as Global Trademark Registration, Patent Application and 
Copyright Registration, and is competent to develop suitable and tailor-made strategies 
of intellectual property rights protection according to the corporate business structure. 

This booklet outlines the general information about Trademark Registration, Patent 
Application and Copyright Registration for corporates. We have put our best efforts to ensure 
the validity of the information in the course of its preparation; however, all information 
contained herein is not perfectly accurate and complete. Any person should seek appropriate 
professional advice before acting based upon any such information.

Should you have any enquiries, please contact us.

Conpak Intellectual Property Limited
January 2015
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Trademark 
Registration

A trademark is a sign that distinguishes the goods and 
services of one trader from those of others, and also
represents an important intangible asset of corporates that 
can be quantified. In view of this, more and more 
entrepreneurs have been attaching great importance to
protect their rights through trademark registration. 
Trademark registration is a kind of region-specific protection 
with distinctive features and the requirements of which vary 
among different countries. Conpak’s trademark registration 
experts, who are knowledgeable about the laws and 
procedures of trademark registration in various countries, 
provide global investors with trademark registration service in 
over 170 countries and regions.
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Hong Kong Trademark 
Registration

Hong Kong is a renowned metropolis and 
international financial centre. Under its 
sound legal system, simple tax system and 
free economy, investors are provided with 
business-friendly environment. Hong Kong 
brands with supreme position have gained 
international recognition and awareness, and 
“Made in Hong Kong” represents 
modern and classy products from many 
consumers’ point of view. Therefore, 
trademark registration in Hong Kong will 
serve to enhance brand competiveness of 
the investors.

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

4 - 8 months

Trademark 
Registration

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
   Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
   applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the   
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the  
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
    (also business license of individually   
    owned store and related information, if 
    the applicant is a Chinese)
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney

Trademark 
Registration

China Trademark 
Registration

The growth potential of the market in 
China is immense, and its gradually relaxing 
restrictions on services and trade and the 
improving legal system in recent years have 
also provided investors with development 
opportunities. By virtue of trademark 
registration in China, enterprises may enjoy 
legal protection on their products and 
services in China, which in turn is beneficial 
to the market expansion, brand building 
and asset appreciation of the enterprises.

Principle of Protection

Prior application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

12 - 18 months

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Macau Trademark 
Registration

Located in the south-west part of the Pearl 
River Delta and close to Hong Kong and
Zhuhai, Macau is one of the four famous 
casino cities in the world. Macau, as an 
international free port, attracts investors 
due to the rapid growth of its light industry, 
tourism, hotel and casino industries. As 
Macau has its own trademark registration 
system, the trademarks registered in 
Mainland China shall not be automatically 
effective in Macau. If investors would like 
to obtain intellectual property right 
protection in Macau, they should make a 
trademark registration.

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 7 years. Renewal 
application for the next 7 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

6 - 10 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
   applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney (Notarized)

Trademark 
Registration
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Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney 

Taiwan Trademark 
Registration

Located in eastern part of Asia and with 
extensive tourist resources, Taiwan is
dubbed “The Precious Island”. The 
fast-growing economy and community in 
Taiwan since last century has attracted 
numerous investors. Before entering the local 
market, trademark registration not only is a 
prerequisite for enterprises to obtain legal 
protection, but also a significant protection 
for brand building and business expansion.

Principle of Protection

Prior application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

8 - 12 months

Trademark 
Registration
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Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Argentina Trademark 
Registration

Argentina is situated in South America 
and is geographically closely linked to 
countries such as Chile, Brazil and Uruguay. 
Leveraging the advantages of her extensive 
natural resources and open outbound 
policies, Argentina has a relatively strong 
competitiveness with well-developed 
farming industry, becoming an emerging 
market which attracts investors from 
across the world. Argentina is governed 
by civil law, and the trademark registration 
is on prior application basis. Therefore, 
investors shall register a trademark as soon 
as possible prior to the introduction of 
products or services into the local market
to ensure local legal protection.

Principle of Protection

Prior application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

12 - 18 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney (Notarized and legalized 
     up to the Consulate)

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application

Trademark 
Registration
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Australia Trademark 
Registration

As the largest country in Oceania, Australia
has an area of 7.6179 million square 
kilometres. The extensive natural resources 
in Australia make it an important country 
of origin and export of mineral resources in 
the world. The farming industry is 
well-developed in the country with 
internationally-renowned livestock products. 
Trademark registration in Australia not only 
benefits the market expansion, but also 
facilitates brand promotion of the investors.

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

10 - 15 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application

Trademark 
Registration
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Trademark 
Registration

Brazil Trademark 
Registration

Geographically linked to 10 countries such as 
Argentina, Columbia and Venezuela, Brazil 
is a multi-ethnic Latin-American country and 
reputed as the “Football Kingdom”. It is 
one of the most fast-growing countries and 
attracts investors from across the world due 
to its extensive natural resources and sound 
industrial base. Trademark registration in 
Brazil allows products or services to enter 
the local market rapidly and obtains brand 
protection.

Principle of Protection

Prior application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

24 - 36 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Trademark 
Registration

Canada 
Trademark Registration

Located in the most northern region of 
North America and with a total land 
coverage of 9.98 million square kilometres, 
Canada is the world’s second largest 
country geographically. Benefited from 
the extensive natural resources, advanced 
technology, robust economy and 
well-developed legal system, Canada is 
one of the wealthiest, most economically 
developed and the most culturally 
diversified immigrant countries in the 
world. Trademark registration in Canada 
not only offers brand protection, but also 
enables investors to compete in the local 
market.

Principle of Protection

Both principles of prior use and prior 
application applied

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 15 years. Renewal 
application for the next 15 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

12 - 18 months
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Special Provisions

● Applicants should provide the date of 
    first use when applying for registration   
    of a trademark already used in Canada.
● Applicants should provide the statement   
    of use when obtaining the certificate of 
    a trademark under ”Intent-to-use” basis    
    in Canada.
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Trademark 
Registration

Columbia Trademark 

Registration

Situated in the north-west of South America, 
Columbia is an agricultural country mainly 
engaged in the coffee manufacturing sector. 
Her gross domestic product remains at a 
relatively high growth rate since last century. 
Columbia is one of the member states of 
Andean Pact, and the trademark registration 
procedure is simple. Before entering the 
local market, trademark registration is the 
key for enterprises to obtain local legal 
protection, build their brands and expand 
their business.

Principle of Protection

Prior application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

10 - 12 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney (Notarized and legalized 
     up to the Consulate)

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Member States of European Union

Austria Belgium Bulgaria Croatia Cyprus

Czech Denmark Estonia Finland France

Germany Greece Hungary Ireland Italy

Latvia Lithuania Luxembourg Malta Netherlands

Poland Portugal Romania Slovakia Slovenia

Spain Sweden United Kingdom

Note:

The member states of CTMs do not include such European countries as Switzerland, Russia, 
Belarus, Iceland, Serbia, Turkey and Ukraine. If you would like to have a wider protection of 
your trademark in European markets, we suggest you filing applications for registration of 
your trademark in those key European countries on a case-by-case basis in addition to your 
CTM registration. 

European Union
Trademark Registration

The robust international trade stimulates the urgent demand for intellectual property right 
protection. Registering a European Union (EU) Trademark (also known as a European 
Community Trademark (CTM)) allows enterprises to promptly obtain legal protection of the 
28 member states in the European Union as well as the long-term protection for overseas 
business expansion. CTM, without any basic registration requirement imposed, is valid among 
all EU member states and the key method of international trademark registration. 

Trademark 
Registration
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Trademark Registration FlowPrinciple of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

6 - 10 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney

Trademark Search

Initial Application

Formal Examination

Substantive Examination

Publication

Issuance of Certificate
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India Trademark 
Registration

Located in the South Asia with Maldives 
and Sri Lanka off her coast, India is the 
largest country in the southern Asian region 
and possesses abundant cultural heritage 
and tourist resources. The rapid economic 
growth over the years allows India to 
become one of the most popular investing 
locations across the world. The Trademarks 
Act of India, which was enacted in 1958, 
has been providing global investors with 
significant legal protection on brands and 
market expansion.

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

24 - 36 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney

Trademark 
Registration

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Indonesia Trademark 
Registration

Dubbed “Land of Thousand Islands”, 
Indonesia is the world’s largest island 
country which comprises 17,508 islands. 
Since 1994, the Indonesian government 
has been relaxing investing restrictions to 
attract foreign investment, and offering 
generous support to the development of 
small and medium-sized enterprises. Up 
to now, Indonesia has become the largest 
economy in south-east Asia, attracting 
global investors to expand their business 
there. Applying for trademark registration 
in Indonesia provides legal protection on 
products or services, which in turn favours 
the brand promotion of investors.

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

12 - 18 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney
● Statutory Declaration

Trademark 
Registration

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark

Japan Trademark 
Registration

Situated in the eastern part of Asia and 
with a population of 129 million, Japan is 
the third largest economy and one of the 
members of the Group of Eight (G8). The 
economy of Japan is well-developed with 
world-leading position in financial, shipping, 
insurance and business service sectors 
sectors. The strong economic strength of 
Japan has attracted global investors, and 
many enterprises and individuals regard the 
trademark registration in Japan as the first 
step to explore its market and obtain legal 
protection.

Principle of Protection

Prior application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

8 - 12 months

Trademark 
Registration

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Korea Trademark 
Registration

Located on the southern half of the Korean 
Peninsula in the north-east Asia and 
surrounded by sea on three sides, Korea 
has seen a continued and rapid economic 
growth since 1970s with world-leading 
position in the information technology sector 
and renowned ship-building, motor vehicles 
and textile sectors. Korea is governed by 
civil law, and its Trademark Act was 
promulgated on 28 November 1949.
Trademark registration in Korea is the best 
shortcut for investors who seek market 
expansion and brand building in Korea.  

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

12 - 16 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney

Trademark 
Registration

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Advantages

● Numerous member states: Madrid Union   
    currently has 92 member states in total
● Simple procedure: Applicant may enjoy  
    protection  from various specified  
    countries with only one application   
    submitted using one language
● Lower fees: An applicant is just required 
    to pay a one-time  initial registration fee  
    regardless that he / she designates one or   
    all member states to provide the  
    trademark protection
● Enjoying the right of priority under Paris 
    Convention

Limitations

● Timeliness: An initial registration has first  
    to be made in the country of origin before  
    submitting the application to Madrid  
    Union, which may cause a delay in time
● The contents of the trademark registration 
    has to be the same as those under the  
    initial registration
● Within five years of application under the 
    Madrid System, the whole application 
    may be void if the initial registration is   
    successfully challenged by any person

Madrid Trademark 
Registration

Apart from its regional protection nature, 
overseas trademark registration is also an 
effective approach for enterprises to expand 
international market and protect their 
interests. Madrid Trademark covers 92 
member states, and is based on the 
international registration of trademarks 
under "Madrid Agreement for International 
Registration of Trademarks" and "Protocol 
Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning 
the International Registration of 
Trademarks". It is a significant way for 
enterprises who seek trademark registration 
overseas with a broad coverage at low cost. 

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

18 - 24 months

Application Requirement

An applicant must be a corporation or 
an individual of a member state and has 
residence or place of business in the 
member state.

Trademark 
Registration
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Note:

As the European Union as a whole became 
a party of the Madrid Agreement on 1 
October 2004, an applicant may designate 
the European Union for his/her application 
for registration of trademark under the 
Madrid System. The protection of specified 
trademarks registered in the European 
Union under the Madrid System also covers 
those 28 member states of the European 
Union. Besides, citizens of Hong Kong 
and Macau are not qualified to be the 
applicants for the trademark registration 
under the Madrid System as neither Hong 
Kong nor Macau is a member state to the 
Madrid System.

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Initial Application

International Application

Examination by International Bureau

Examination by Specified Countries

Examination by Specified Countries 
and Treaty Member States (The 
trademark is under protection if the 
application is not rejected in a year)

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the  
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney
● A copy of Trademark Registration 
    Certificate of the country of origin or 
    admission proof
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Malaysia Trademark 
Registration

Situated in the south-east part of Asia and 
with extensive tourist resources, Malaysia is 
a diversified emerging market economy in 
Asian region and has experienced a rapid 
economic growth in recent years. Malaysia 
is a member state of World Intellectual 
Property Organization and joined the Paris 
Convention for the Protection of Industrial 
Property in 1989. Before entering the 
Malaysian market, the enterprises should 
apply for trademark registration to ensure 
better protection for their products and 
services.

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

18 - 30 months

Trademark 
Registration

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Statutory Declaration (Notarized)

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Trademark 
Registration

New Zealand 
Trademark Registration

New Zealand is a beautiful island country 
located in the south-west part of the Pacific 
with a myriad of travel attractions. The 
economy of New Zealand is prosperous 
while the export rate of its certain livestock 
products ranks first in the world. It is 
among the most business-friendly countries 
across the world and recognized by global 
investors. Trademark registration in New 
Zealand can ensure better brand protection 
and facilitate business expansion in the 
local market.

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

12 - 15 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Member States of OAPI

Benin Burkina Faso Cameroon Central African Republic Chad

Comoros Congo Equatorial Guinea Gabon Guinea

Guinea-Bissau Ivory Coast Mali Mauritania Niger

Senegal Togo

Note:

The member states of OAPI do not include such African countries as South Africa and 
Tunisia. If you would like to have a wider protection of your trademark in the African markets, 
we suggest you filing applications for registration of your trademark in those key African 
countries on a case-by-case basis in addition to your OAPI trademark registration.

Trademark 
Registration

OAPI
Trademark Registration

Africa is a vast market and currently the new economic growth area of the world. Applying for 
trademark registration through the African Intellectual Property Organisation (OAPI) is the best 
option to allow investors to enter the local market rapidly and obtain local legal protection. The 
trademark registration of the African Intellectual Property Organisation shall be subject to Bangui 
Agreement and the provisions thereof, and is effective among the 17 member states.
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Principle of Protection

Prior application. The trademark has to be 
used in one of the member states to grant 
an effective protection. 

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

6 - 12 months

Registration System

● Member states have no independent  
    trademark registration system nor 
    autonomous rights to review. Applicant  
    shall not file a separate application for  
    trademark registration with a certain 
     member state.
● The publication follows the registration.

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Russia Trademark 
Registration

With land coverage of 17.08 million square 
kilometres across Europe and Asia, Russia is 
the world’s largest country geographically. 
The investment environment in Russia is 
improving thanks to its strong technological 
power and fast-growing economy since the 
21st century. Trademark registration not 
only is the fastest way for investors to enter 
the Russian market, but also a significant 
method to obtain local legal protection.

Principle of Protection

Prior application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

18 - 24 months

Trademark 
Registration

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Singapore Trademark 
Registration

Singapore, a city-state in south-east Asia 
region, comprises more than 60 islands 
including Singapore Island, Saint John's 
Island and Sentosa Island. Benefited from 
the stable political situation, a clean and 
efficient government and the prosperous 
economy, Singapore is an important 
financial, service and shipping hub in Asia,
as well as a multi-cultural nation of 
immigrants. Due to the strong and 
comprehensive competitiveness of Singapore, 
many investors treat it as the best location 
for investment and business expansion 
through trademark registration within the 
country. 

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

4 - 8 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark

Trademark 
Registration

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Switzerland Trademark 
Registration

Situated in Central Europe, Switzerland is 
geographically adjacent to countries such 
as Germany, France and Italy. With her 
well-developed manufacturing and service 
industries, Switzerland is one of the 
wealthiest, most economically developed 
and most competitive countries in the world. 
Swiss brands have gained very high 
recognition internationally, and thus 
trademark registration in Switzerland not 
only offers local legal protection, but also 
facilitates the international trade leveraging 
the advantages of Swiss brands. 

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

3 - 6 months

Trademark 
Registration

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Thailand Trademark 
Registration

Thailand is one of the most popular travel 
destinations across the globe with over 500 
tourist attractions within the country. 
Thailand has been actively promoting its 
economic development and recorded a 
soaring growth in its electronic industry in 
recent years, rendering herself an emerging 
industrial country and market for investors. 
Trademark registration in Thailand prior 
to the commencement of business is
beneficial to investors who seek brand 
protection and rapid business expansion.

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

12 - 24 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney (Notarized)

Trademark 
Registration

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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Special Provisions

● The validity of trademark becomes 
    incontestable if it is not successfully 
    challenged within 5 years effective 
    from its registration date.
● Others cannot register a revoked 
    trademark for the same product or 
    service category in 3 years since its 
    revocation.

United Arab Emirates (UAE) 
Trademark Registration 

United Arab Emirates (UAE) comprises 7 
emirates, of which Abu Dhabi and Dubai 
are key aviation hubs in the Middle East. 
Trademark registration in UAE not only is 
a prerequisite for expansion of enterprises 
in the local market, but also a key to the 
commencement of businesses in Arab 
countries.

Principle of Protection

Prior application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

9 - 12 months

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark
● Power of Attorney (Notarized and 
    legalized up to the Consulate)

Trademark 
Registration

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application
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United States 

Trademark Registration

The United States, as the world’s top 
economic powerhouse, is currently the most 
significant economy in the world. Situated 
in the central part of the North American 
continent and geographically adjacent to 
countries such as Canada and Mexico, the 
United States has a population of around 
310 million and is a multi-cultural, 
multi-ethnic and modern country. Besides, 
the United States is one of the countries 
which attach great importance to trademark 
protection. Therefore, trademark registration 
in the United States is the effective way 
for investors to obtain exclusive right of 
trademark protection in the local market.

Principle of Protection

Prior use

Required Information and Documents

● A copy of current business license / 
    Business Registration Certificate of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is a corporation
● A copy of identity documents of the 
    applicant, if the applicant is an individual
● Application form
● Clear image of the trademark

Trademark Registration Flow

Trademark Search

Issuance of Certificate

Publication

Substantive Examination

Initial Application

Validation and Renewal

The registration is valid for 10 years. Renewal 
application for the next 10 years validation 
may be submitted within 6 months before 
the expiry day.

Duration of Application 

8 - 12 months

Trademark 
Registration
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Special Provisions

● If applicants apply under “Used in the           
   United States” basis, then applicant should 
    provide the statement of use and the day 
    of first use in the United States and
    commence with the submission of the 
    application.
● If applicants apply under “Intent-to-use”  
    basis, then applicant should provide the  
    statement of use and the date of first use  
    in the United States and commence 
    before the  application was granted.
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A trademark is a kind of intellectual property rights that has the most diverse influences and 
is closely related to the operating activities of corporates. Conpak has extensive experience 
in providing trademark registration service in different countries and regions. Here the 
applicants can find the answers of some frequently asked questions in relation to trademark 
registration: 

    What are the characteristics of trademark?

        Trademark has the following characteristics:

        ● Trademark is a mark differentiating its commodity or service from others
        ● Trademark is formed by words, graphics, letters, figures, colours or 3D symbols, and 
           can also be mark combining the fore mentioned elements
        ● Trademark has an exclusive nature. Trademark holder has the exclusive rights to its 
          trademark, protected by law
        ● Trademark is an intangible asset, the value of which can be determined by assessment. 
          With the consent of trademark holder, the using rights of trademark can be transferred 
           to others and the trademark holder may entitle profits by transferring the using rights 
           of trademark

     

Trademark 
Registration 

Q&A
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      What marks cannot be registered as trademarks?

       The following marks shall not be used as trademarks:

        ● Marks identical or similar to the name, national flag, national emblem, army flag, and   
           medal of a country, as well as marks identical or similar to the name of a particular 
           place where state organs locate or the name and graph of landmark buildings
        ● Marks identical or similar to the name, flag and emblem of an international organisation
        ● Marks identical or similar to the official mark and hallmark indicating the implementation    
          of control and security, other than the authorised
        ● Marks of racial discrimination
        ● Marks of high sounding publicity and fraud
        ● Marks coherent to the generic name, graph and type of the product , such as computer, 
          pen, portfolio
        ● Marks directly indicating the quality, major raw materials, function, purpose, weight, 
          quantity and other characteristics of the product
        ● Marks identical or similar to name or sign of Red Cross and Red Crescent

      What should be considered before filing an application for trademark registration?         

       Matters to be considered before filing an application for registration include:

        ●  Whether the trademark is distinctive (Distinctiveness: The trademark clearly distinguishes 
           the applicant’s goods or services from those of other traders)
        ●    Whether the trademark shows the distinctiveness of the applicant’s goods and services
        ● Whether the trademark is a generic term in that industry
        ● Whether the trademark is identical or similar to other trademarks

2

 3
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       What is Nice Classification?       

      Nice Classification (the “NCL”) is an international system adopted to classify goods and   
       services for the purposes of trademark registration. It is chiefly used to classify different  
       goods or services during the application of registration.  

       Can an individual apply for trademark registration?       

       Applicant can also apply for trademark registration in one's own name besides   
       corporation.

      What information needs to be submitted in order to register trademark?

       The information to be submitted varies with each country and region. Generally,   
       applicant's identity documents, application form and the clear image of the trademark 
       are required to be submitted.

      What is the processing time of trademark registration?

       The processing time varies with each country and region, for example, 4 - 8 months   
        in Hong Kong and 12 - 18 months in China. Generally, it takes 4 - 24 months to process.

      What is the validity duration of a trademark?

       The validity duration of a trademark is 10 years in most countries and regions, except 
       few, such as Canada (15 years) and Macau (7 years).

      Can the registration be renewed?

       The registration can be renewed upon its expiration. Generally, the validity duration of a  
       renewed trademark is 10 years.

4

5
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10

11

12

13

    What is the right of priority?        

     ● Entitlement of the right of priority

        An applicant may enjoy the right of priority on trademark registration if he/she has filed 
        an application for trademark registration for certain goods or service with a state party  
        to Paris Convention or a WTO member state within six months after filing such   
        application for trademark registration. 

     ● Exercise of the right of priority

        An applicant may exercise the right of priority to file the same application in another 
        country within six months after he/she has filed the first application for trademark 
        registration and the application date of the second application may be dated back to 
        that of the first application.

    What are the principles on the basis of trademark protection?      

     The adopted principles of trademark protection vary with each country and region.   
     Currently, the 3 principles of trademark protection adopted internationally are 
     prior use, prior application, and both of aforementioned.

    What are the differences between the packaging and presentation of commodity 
     and trademark?       

     Trademark is part of the packaging and presentation of commodity; both of them are 
     used in the packaging of the commodity. While trademark is to differentiate the 
     producers or operator of commodity from another, presentation is to beautify commodity.
     A registered trademark cannot be altered, but the design style of a presentation is free 
      to change.

     Does transferring trademark need an agreement?

      Yes. It requires an application form and a trademark assignment contract, which 
       are signed by the assignor and the assignee.

36
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Prior to the introduction of a product or service into the 
market, the application for a patent of invention, 
technological improvement or upgrade not only is a 
prerequisite for corporates to monopolise the market, but 
also the key for them to obtain legal protection in their 
target markets. Conpak is well acquainted with the rules of 
patent application in Hong Kong, China and overseas, 
helping the applicants to apply for multinational patents 
through PCT, Paris Convention and other regional
organisations. In addition, Conpak provides patent 
application service in many countries and regions so as to assist 
the applicants in making a precise and proper 
application at low cost.

Patent 
Application

37
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Patent 
Application

Patent Application in Hong Kong

Application for a standard patent in Hong Kong must be made based on the patent 
registration approved by a designated foreign patent office or the State Intellectual Property 
Office of the PRC. Meanwhile, the Hong Kong Intellectual Property Department has established 
both short-term patent and registration of design systems, to protect the appearance design 
patents of those inventions and various products only with short-term commercial value. 
 

Standard Patent (Term of validity: 20 years)  

No application may be made for a standard patent directly in Hong Kong and such application 
must be made in two stages:
● Stage 1: Submission of a Stage 1 application to the Hong Kong Intellectual Property  
    Department within 6 months upon the receipt of a substantive formal examination notice  
    after the submission of an application to the State Intellectual Property Office of the PRC, 
    European Patent Office or the United Kingdom Patent Office.
● Stage 2: Submission of a Stage 2 application to the Hong Kong Intellectual Property 
    Department within 6 months upon the receipt of the authorisation notice from China,   
    Europe or the United Kingdom. 

Short-term Patent (Term of validity: 8 years) 

A short-term patent may be applied directly in Hong Kong on the condition that a search 
report issued by one of the following authorities must be submitted:
● State Intellectual Property Office of the PRC
● European Patent Office
● The United Kingdom Patent Office
● Any international searching authority (such as the United States, Japan, Korea and 
    Spain) appointed in the "Patent Cooperation Treaty" 

Types of Application
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Hong Kong Innovation and Technology Commission promotes a “Hong Kong Patent 
Application Grant”, the Grant is a funding scheme to assist local companies and individuals 
to apply for patents of their own inventions and utility models. For an approved application, 
the applicant will be granted an amount of up to HK$150,000. 

Application Procedures  

Application for Government Grant

Patent 
Application

Registration of Design (Term of validity: 25 years)

● Once the registration of design is granted, the owner has the right to prohibit the others 
    from making, inputting, using, selling or renting his/her registered product. Registration of  
    an appearance design protects the shapes, decoration and visual aesthetic feeling of a new  
    design, but not including its functions and the method of usage.  
● Registration may be applied for the appearance designs of various kinds of products, such   
    as computers, mobile phones, textiles, jewellery and watches, etc. 

Standard Patent, Short-term Patent and Registration of Design

39
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The Chinese government has set up a special fund to support Chinese applicants to apply for 
patents in foreign countries, and an applicant who successfully applies for a foreign patent may 
receive a grant of an amount up to RMB100,000.  

Patent Application in China

The laws governing a China patent require novelty, creativity and practicality for the inventions 
and utility models applying for patents. The appearance designs shall not be the same as or 
similar to those which have publicly published on publications in China or overseas or publicly 
used in China before the application date. 
Foreigners, foreign corporations or other foreign organisations without habitual residence or 
place of business applying for patent in China must appoint an agent to carry out the process. 

● Invention Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): products, methods or new technical plans  
    proposed for its improvement 
● Utility Model Patent (Term of validity: 10 years): the shape or the structure of the product or   
    the proposed applicable new technical plans developed from the combination of both 
● Design Patent (Term of validity: 10 years): the shape, pattern and colour of the product, or  
    the new design which is applicable and may arouse aesthetic sensibilities developed from the    
    combination of them 

Types of Application

Application for Government Grant

Patent 
Application
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Application Procedures  

41
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Publication
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Patent Application in Taiwan

● Invention Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): products, methods or new technical plans  
    proposed for its improvement 
● Utility Model Patent (Term of validity: 10 years): the shape or the structure of the product or  
    the proposed applicable new technical plans developed from the combination of both 
● Design Patent (Term of validity: 10 years): the shape, pattern and colour of the product, or  
    the new design which is applicable and may arouse aesthetic sensibilities developed from  
    the combination of them

Patent 
Application

Types of Application
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Application Procedures  

Invention and Design Patent

Utility Model Patent

Submission 
of Application 

Formal 
Examination  

Acceptance
of Patent  
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Examination

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication

Submission 
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of Patent  

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication
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Patent 
Application

Patent Application in Australia

● Standard Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): products, methods or new technical plans  
    proposed for its improvement 
● Innovation Patent (Term of validity: 8 years): the shape or the structure of the product or  
    the proposed applicable new technical plans developed from the combination of both 
● Design Patent (Term of validity: 10 years): the shape, pattern and colour of the product, or  
    the new design which is applicable and may arouse aesthetic sensibilities developed from   
    the combination of them

Types of Application

Application Procedures  

Standard Patent 

Innovation and Design Patent 

Submission 
of Application 

Formal 
Examination  

Acceptance
of Patent  

Substantive
Examination

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication

Submission 
of Application 

Formal 
Examination  

Acceptance
of Patent  

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication
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Patent 
Application

44

Patent Application in Europe

● European Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): products, methods or new technical plans  
      proposed for its improvement and the shape or the structure of the product or the proposed 
      applicable new technical plans developed from the combination of both  

● Design Patent (Term of validity: 25 years): the shape, pattern and colour of the product, or
     the new design which is applicable and may arouse aesthetic sensibilities developed from 
      the combination of them

      Maintenance of Patent：Applicant should specify his / her choice of country in which his / her  
     patent to be registered on the application date and pay the fee as provided by such country.

Types of Application

*

European Patent

Application Procedures  

Submission 
of Application 

Determination 
of Application 

Types
Acceptance
of Patent  

Substantive
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Patent Search
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Patent 
Application

Patent Application in Germany

● Invention Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): products, methods or new technical plans  
    proposed for its improvement
● Utility Model Patent (Term of validity: 10 years): the shape or the structure of the product  
    or the proposed applicable new technical plans developed from the combination of both
● Design Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): the shape, pattern and colour of the product, or 
    the new design which is applicable and may arouse aesthetic sensibilities developed from    
    the combination of them

Types of Application

Application Procedures  

Invention Patent

Submission 
of Application 

Formal 
Examination  

Acceptance
of Patent  

Substantive
Examination

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication

Utility Model and Design Patent 
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Patent Application in Japan

● Invention Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): products, methods or new technical plans  
    proposed for its improvement 
● Utility Model Patent (Term of validity: 10 years): the shape or the structure of the product or   
    the proposed applicable new technical plans developed from the combination of both
● Design Patent (Term of validity: 15 years): the shape, pattern and colour of the product, or  
    the new design which is applicable and may arouse aesthetic sensibilities developed from  
    the combination of them 

Patent 
Application

Types of Application

Application Procedures  

Invention Patent

Utility Model and Design Patent 

Submission 
of Application 

Formal 
Examination  

Acceptance
of Patent  

Substantive
Examination

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication

Submission 
of Application 

Formal 
Examination  

Acceptance
of Patent  

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication
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Patent 
Application

Patent Application in Korea

● Invention Patent (Term of validity: 25 years): products, methods or new technical plans 
    proposed for its improvement 
● Utility Model Patent (Term of validity: 15 years): the shape or the structure of the product 
    or the proposed applicable new technical plans developed from the combination of both
● Design Patent (Term of validity: 15 years): the shape, pattern and colour of the product, or 
    the new design which is applicable and may arouse aesthetic sensibilities developed from 
    the combination of them

Types of Application

Application Procedures  

Invention and Utility Model Patent

Design Patent 

Submission 
of Application 

Formal 
Examination  

Acceptance
of Patent  

Substantive
Examination

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication

Submission 
of Application 

Formal 
Examination  

Acceptance
of Patent  

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication
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Types of Application

Patent 
Application

Patent Cooperation Treaty (the “PCT”)

The PCT provides an internationally unified procedure for filing and examination of patent 
applications. In all the contacting counties, the international PCT application is required to 
be filed in one designated language only in one country and will be protected by various 
designated contracting countries. The application procedures provided in the Treaty 
streamlined the application procedures in respect of the same patent in different countries. It 
also reduces duplicated workload for the same in Patent Offices of its contracting states. 

● Invention Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): products, methods or new technical plans  
    proposed for its improvement
● Utility Model Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): the shape or the structure of the product or   
      the proposed applicable new technical plans developed from the combination of both

      Maintenance of Patent: Applicant should specify his/her choice of country in which his/her patent to 

    be registered within 30 months from the application date and pay the fee as provided by such 

    country.  

*

Invention and Utility Model Patent

Application Procedures  

Determination
of Application

Types

Submission of 
Application 

(International 
stage)   

Submission of 
International 
Application 

(National stage)

Acceptance
of Patent

International 
Search and 
Examination

Issuance of 
Certificate  
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Patent 
Application

Patent Application in the United States

● Utility Patent (Term of validity: 20 years): products, methods or new technical plans  
    proposed for its improvement and the shape or the structure of the product or the  
    proposed applicable new technical plans developed from the combination of both
● Design Patent (Term of validity: 14 years): the shape, pattern and colour of the product, 
    or the new design which is applicable and may arouse aesthetic sensibilities developed 
    from the combination of them

Application Procedures  

Utility and Design Patent

Submission 
of Application 

Formal 
Examination  

Acceptance
of Patent  

Substantive
Examination

Issuance of 
Certificate  

Publication

Types of Application
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The applicants must have a relatively higher level of expertise to fulfill the requirements of 
the professional and strict patent application. In order to provide the applicants with a solid 
grasp of the basic information about patent application, we have summarised some 
frequently asked questions as below for your reference:

    What are the advantages of patent application?

       Patent is important for preventing loss of technological achievement, exclusively owning  
       the sales market of the patented product. It is the tool for enhancing enterprise’s core   
       competence and safeguarding its interests.

     What are the characteristics of patent?

      The characteristics of patent are as follows:

         ● Distinctiveness: Holders’ of patent owns the rights of producing, using and selling the   
          patented product
         ● Geographical: Patent is valid only in the country and region which was granted such patent
         ● Timeliness: Patent is valid only within the specific period

      What are the principles on the basis of patent protection?       

       Currently, the 2 principles of patent protection adopted internationally are prior 
       application and prior invent. Most countries and regions adopt the principle of prior  
       application.

       How many types of patent are there?    

       The classification of patent varies with each country and region. Patent is classified as  
       Registration of Design, Short-term Patent and Standard Patent in Hong Kong while as  
       Design Patent, Utility Model Patent and Invention Patent in China.

Patent 
Application 

Q&A
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6

7

5       What is the validity duration of a patent? 

       The validity duration of patent protection may varies with each country. Generally,  the  
       duration is 20 years for Invention Patent, 10 years for Utility Model Patent and 10 or 25  
       years for Design Patent.

     What is a Priority of Patent?

       A patent applicant may enjoy the right of priority, in accordance with any agreement  
       entered into between countries or an international treaty under which both of them are 
       parties, for a period of twelve months (six months for application of Design Patent)  
       immediately from the date on which the initial patent application for the same invention   
       or a utility model was made and such patent application was also made in such country. 
       For example, if any applicant submitted his/her application on 1 Dec 2014 in the PRC,  
       he/she could be entitled to enjoy the Priority of Patent until 30 Nov 2015.  Such applicant   
       could submit an application with the same patent in another country and the effective  
       date of filing this application is considered on 1 Dec 2014. The right of priority cannot 
       be extended. 

     Shall a patent search be done before application?

      To enhance the application successful rate and avoid infringement, applicant shall 
       retrieve relevant patent documentation before filing the application in order to highlight 
       the novelty and creativity of the patent in the application form through analysis and 
       comparison.

Patent 
Application 

Q&A
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8      What kinds of information or document are required for a patent application?         

       The following information and documents are required for a patent application:    

       ● Application form
       ● Name of the invention 
       ● Name and address of the applicant 
       ● Name and address of the inventor or designer 
       ● Type of patent 
       ● The application date and the application number of the International stage and the type  
           of patent to be applied for (if applicable)
       ● Power of Attorney
       ● Patent documents

     What are patent documents?

       Patent documents shall include: 
        ● Claim: It describes the protection scope of the patented technology
        ● Abstract: It provides the outline of the key technical aspect of the patent
        ● Specification: It provides written details and features of the patented technology 
        ● Drawings: It illustrates structures or details of the patent by drawings

      What is patent maintenance fee?

        Patent maintenance fee represents a fee payable annual by the owner for the patent in 
        order to maintain the patent validity for the period from the date it was granted. 
        Maintenance fee system varies among different countries. 

Patent 
Application 

Q&A
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        What channels will allow applicant applying for international patent other than  

       filing an application to a signal country?      

        Applicant can gain international patent rights through PCT, Paris Convention, European 
        Patent Office, Eurasian Patent Organisation, African Intellectual Property Organisation, etc.       

       Can the patent be transferred?

        The owner of a patent can transfer his/her ownership and is entitled to profits through  
        licensing and mortgage.
 

11

12
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● To act as a proof for settling copyright disputes
● To enable the work to be publicly performed, narrated, screened, broadcast, adapted,  
    reproduced or translated into other languages and generate economic benefits    
    therefrom
● To act as investment shares in the form of technology and derive economic values  
    therefrom
● To yield gains through various means such as authorised use and transfer

Required Information and Documents Term of Validity

Any work, once created, is automatically conferred with a copyright and protected by law. The 
copyright of such work is not only entitled to domestic legal protection, but also protected by 
the Contracting State Parties to the Universal Copyright Convention, which the country where 
the work is created has entered into. If the author applies for the registration in the applicable 
authority upon the completion of his / her work to confirm whom the copyright is vested with, 
the copyright registration will be a significant proof in case any disputes over the copyright 
arise. Besides, the copyright owner is entitled to any gains arising from various means such as 
transfer or licensed use. 

Copyright 
Registration

● Applicant's identity documents
● Application form
● Author's identity documents
● Name and type of the work
● Completion date and status of 
    publication of the work
● Power of Attorney

● The PRC
    For individuals: throughout the author's    
    life and 50 years after his / her death 
    For works completed on an employment /  
    commission basis: 50 years, inclusively, since 
    the first publication
● The United States
    For individuals: throughout the author's  life 
    and 70 years after his / her death
    For works completed on an employment /  
    commission / anonym basis: 95 years, 
    inclusively, since the first publication or 120
    years since the creation

Uses of Copyright 
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Copyright 
Registration

Application Procedures

● Submission of Application
● Examination of Application
● Issuance of Certificate

● The PRC: National Copyright 
    Administration
● The United States: United States 
    Copyright Office

Affiliated Department
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Customs Recordal

The intellectual property rights holders may make an application for giving a reference to 
the General Administration of Customs. If any infringing goods are discovered by the rights 
holders or the Customs, such goods may be detained by the Customs at once and verification 
is to be made with the rights holders for further legal protection, so as to effectively combat 
intellectual property rights infringement and to protect the legitimate interests of the rights 
holders.

1 - 2 months

Term of Validity

Application Procedures

Affiliated Department

Application 
Requirement

Duration of 
Application 

Corporations or 
individuals with 
registered copyrights, 
trademarks or patents 
may apply

The validity for intellectual 
property rights is subject 
to its protection period. If 
no extension is made upon 
expiration, the Customs 
Recordal may cease to be 
effective at the same time.

Required Information 
and Documents

● Applicant's identity 
    documents
● Application form
● Name, address and contacts 
    of the rights holders
● Certificate of the registered  
    Trademark, Patent or Copyright
● Power of Attorney

● Submission of  
   Application
● Verify by the General 
   Administration of   
   Customs
● Issuance of Certificate

● The PRC: 
   General Administration 
   of Customs of the PRC
● The United States: 
   United States Customs 
   and Border Protection

Customs 
Recordal
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About 
Conpak 

Conpak CPA Limited

One-stop Professional Value-added Services

In face of global economic integration and increasingly competitive markets, a professional 
business partner with global vision is the prerequisite for corporations that wish to be ahead 
of the game. 

Since our establishment in 1998, Conpak CPA Limited, a Hong Kong practising certified 
public accountants firm, has been providing investors the world over with one-stop 
professional services, including audit and assurance, accounting, tax and financial advisory, 
company incorporation, intellectual property protection, corporate finance, and IPO in Hong 
Kong. With our team of widely acknowledged talented professionals, and our flexible, highly 
effective service solutions, Conpak is dedicated to assisting with the sustainable business 
development of all corporations.

● IPO in Hong Kong
● Corporate Secretarial Service
● Annual Examination for  
    Company
● Management Consulting
● Business Centre

● Trademark Registration
● Patent Application
● Investment Immigration
● Japanese Customer Service
● Other Services

● Audit & Assurance
● Accounting
● Tax Advisory
● Company Incorporation
● Financial Advisory
● Corporate Finance

Our Services Include:



Hong Kong Headquarters

Address : Rooms 05 - 15, 13A/F, South Tower, World Finance Centre,
Harbour City, 17 Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel : +852 2666 2888
Fax : +852 2233 2888

Email : info@conpak.com
Website : www.conpak.com

Address : Rooms 2702 - 2703, 27/F, 2 Grand Gateway, 3 Hongqiao Road
Xuhui District, Shanghai 200030, China
Tel : +86 21 5389 6666
Fax : +86 21 6448 6268

Email : shanghai@conpak.com.cn
Website : www.conpak.com.cn

Address : Rooms 2711 - 2712, 27/F, Shenzhen International Chamber of
Commerce Tower, 168 Fuhua 3rd Road, CBD Futian District, Shenzhen 518048, China
Tel : +86 755 8882 0088
Fax : +86 755 8831 3533

Email : shenzhen@conpak.com.cn
Website : www.conpak.com.cn

Please Scan the QR Code with Smart Phone
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Contact Us

Beijing Of�ce

Address : Rooms 2205 - 2207, 22/F, Tower B, Gemdale Plaza,
91 Jianguo Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100025, China
Tel : +86 10 5659 1111
Fax : +86 10 5825 5899

Email : beijing@conpak.com.cn
Website : www.conpak.com.cn
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